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Abstract
Noisy-intermediate scale quantum (NISQ) devices have not converged to one type of technology for qubit
fabrication. Each quantum processor has its own set of hardware constraints besides limited qubit count due to
the different qubit technologies. Quantum algorithms, on the other hand, are written using abstract quantum
circuits without a specific device implementation in mind. Quantum compilers bridge this gap by mapping the
logical qubits of an algorithm to the physical qubits of the device in a way that the output circuit complies with
the hardware limitations such as qubit connectivity and the native gate set. Furthermore, a compiler has various
optimisation steps to shorten the circuit depth as much as possible in order to reduce errors accumulated due
to error-prone quantum operations. This paper discusses the compilation requirements of qubit architectures,
introduces the various steps in quantum compilers using Cambridge Quantum’s t|ket⟩ as an example and
evaluates current research on improving Qubit Mapping based on proposed application-specific compilers and
noise-aware techniques.
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Introduction

rent quantum devices, where even the state-of-theart processor announced by IBM contains only 127
qubits with limited connectivity [6], means that quantum compiler toolflows must ensure logical qubits and
operations of a suitable algorithm are mapped to the
physical qubits of a device in a feasible and optimal
way.

Compilation is standard practice in classical programming and is used to map an algorithm written in
a high-level user-friendly programming language into
the low-level machine language instructions that are
executed step by step on the device hardware [1].
Classical computers are built from relay circuits or
transistors that work as switches and therefore take as
input Boolean instructions (0 & 1). These instructions
are abstracted in several layers so that programmers
can use intuitive programming languages and run algorithms without needing to know the inner workings
of the hardware they are using [2]. Abstraction is
also desired in quantum algorithms to allow a programmer to focus on applications without requiring
a deep knowledge regarding the quantum technologies underlying quantum processors and the physics
behind qubit operations.

The primary aim of a quantum compiler is to make
sure that the algorithm respects the hardware constraints including the qubit count, native gate set and
the connectivity limitations of the device so that it can
be mapped into corresponding instructions. Furthermore, quantum compilation involves circuit optimisation steps that aim to shorten the circuit depth where
possible, and replace error-prone gates with alternative gates with higher fidelity. This is particularly
important in the near future where the limited qubit
number in available hardware does not allow for error
correction meaning that noise has to be considered
and every available qubit matters.

Quantum algorithms are conventionally written using idealised quantum circuits that are intuitive to
the physicist, however, include no information about
how the algorithm can be implemented on a device.
The realisation and advancements of Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers [3] has motivated the development of quantum compilers in order
to map abstract quantum circuits into hardware executable circuits so that algorithms can be tested and
benchmarked for the proposed near-term applications
such as quantum chemistry simulations [4] and machine learning [5]. The hardware limitations of cur-

A number of quantum programming languages including t|ket⟩ by Cambridge Quantum [7], Qiskit by
IBM [8], Cirq by Google [9] and Quil by Rigetti [10]
equipped with compiler software are already available.
The purpose of this paper is to review different candidates for quantum processor architectures that are
used as backends, discuss the techniques in NISQ compilers, present key challenges in compilation and explore possible avenues for further research.
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(a) IBMQ Montreal [11]

(c) Google
[13][14]
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(b) Rigetti Aspen-9 [12]

Computer
(d) IONQ [15]

Figure 1: Device topologies of different quantum hardware where the nodes represent qubits and edges represent
connectivity.
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Qubit Architectures

can only be performed between two physically adjacent qubits. This necessitates the addition of SWAP
operations during compilation such that the desired
control and target qubits in an algorithm are brought
next to each other where necessary [14]. Trapped ion
qubits do not need SWAP operations as they have
all-to-all connectivity. In such systems, the two qubit
gate is achieved via irradiating any two ions on the
grid with laser pulses [19]. Figure 1 illustrates the
connectivity graphs of four quantum processors from
different providers for which the device topology and
fidelity characteristics of the qubits are publicly available. The nodes in the graphs represent the physical
qubits of the device and edges represent connectivity.

Quantum computing has a number of candidates and
has not yet converged to one type of universal technology for qubit production [2]. Leading technologies
include superconducting qubits [16] and trapped ion
qubits [17] as well as other interesting candidates such
as spin qubits [18]. For each different technology the
fundamental gate operations that can be applied on
the hardware, known as the gate set of the device,
varies. Typically, each different hardware contains at
least one 1-qubit (1Q) and one 2-qubit (2Q) gate as
part of a universal set meaning that it is possible to
express any algorithm using only the gate set of the
device.
The underlying technology of the quantum devices
also determines the physical implementation of 2qubit interactions leading to different device topologies. In superconducting devices, 2Q operations are
achieved via adjustable couplers which need to be
placed between the two qubits involved in the operation. IBM, Rigetti and Google AI systems, all consisting of superconducting qubits, therefore have sparse
near-neighbour connectivity where 2-qubit operations

In the NISQ era, there are a number of error sources
in the hardware limiting the success rate of the computation. The errors include operation, communication and measurement errors (also known as readout
errors) [20]. The implementation of an algorithm is
further constrained by the relaxation, τ1 , and decoherence times, τ2 . τ1 characterises the timescale in which
an excited state |1⟩ decays into the ground state |0⟩
and τ2 indicates the timescale in which the superposition state collapses to a classical value due to deco2

Machine
IBMQ
Montreal [11]
Rigetti
Aspen-9 [12]
Google
Sycamore [13]
IONQ [15]

Qubit
Count
27
32
53
11

Gates
1Q:
2Q:
1Q:
2Q:
1Q:
2Q:
1Q:
2Q:

I, X, RZ, SX
CX
RX, RZ
CPHASE, CZ, XY
Phased XZ,√Z
Sycamore, iSW AP , CZ
GP I(ϕ), GP I2(ϕ), RZ*
MS

†

Gate
Errors
0.02
1.20
0.7
9.3
0.1
0.9 − 1.4
0.5
2.5

Readout
Error

τ1 (µs)

τ2 (µs)

1.7

90.1

81.1

3.8

29.5

17.5

5−7

15

0.7

Table 1: Survey of device characteristics of four different quantum processors based on public information. The
errors in 2-qubit gates are an order of magnitude worse than 1-qubit errors. † in development.
herence. This places a limit on the number of gate operations that can be executed accurately on a device
before decoherence. Table 1 summarises the device
characteristics of the same four quantum machines,
including the qubit count, gate set, error rates and
coherence times. The typical 2Q gate error rates are
an order of magnitude worse than the 1Q gate errors.
2Q gates resulting in entanglement make an algorithm
more expressive and are essential to non-classical behaviour. However, due to worse fidelities, the number
of 2Q gates should be optimised to avoid redundancies and replaced with alternative sub-circuits with
a lower number of 2Q gates where this increases the
overall fidelity of the circuit.
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different techniques in implementing them.

3.1

Each qubit operation in a quantum circuit has a cost
when executed on hardware as the quantum gates in
NISQ devices are error-prone. Therefore, t|ket⟩ has
a number of circuit optimisation techniques in order
to shorten the circuit depth as much as possible. Circuit optimisation is carried out both before the circuit
is mapped to the device and after because the other
compilation passes introduce additional gates which
may lead to redundant sequences that can be optimised. In the latter case, circuits are only modified in
a way that the output still respects the various hardware constraints. Circuit optimisations by t|ket⟩ can
be divided into two categories; namely peephole and
macroscopic optimisations.

Quantum Compilation

Quantum compilation has a two-fold purpose; to map
an abstract algorithm into an executable one and to
optimise the new circuit while still satisfying all the
constraints of a particular hardware. Figure 2 illustrates the typical pipeline of a quantum compiler. It
takes as input a quantum computing program, devicespecific information and applies a number of passes,
returning code in the appropriate low-level language,
such as IBM OpenQASM that satisfies the hardware
constraints of IBM machines. This framework describes a general compiler that can take as input code
from all (or a number of) quantum software languages
and compile it onto any device. Cambridge Quantum’s t|ket⟩1 is one such compiler and can be used to
run algorithms written in different quantum software
languages on a number of different platforms. Therefore, t|ket⟩ allows for cross-platform benchmarks [21].
In the following, various compilation passes of t|ket⟩
will be explained as an example, however other compilers such as Qiskit involve similar passes albeit with
1

Circuit optimisation

3.1.1

Peephole optimisations

Peephole optimisations look for small patterns of unitaries and substitutes sub-circuits where an equivalent
sub-circuit with a lower gate count or depth exists.
This procedure also eliminates any redundant gates
with no physical effect, such as identities, gate-inverse
pairs, adjacent rotation gates in the same basis and diagonal gates before measurement [21]. Gate commutation is also considered, where via commuting gates
around further redundant patterns are identified and
eliminated.
Furthermore, the Cartan decomposition based on
the Lie algebra of the unitary group provides a way of
decomposing arbitrary unitaries U ∈ SU (N ) into local unitaries [22] while also stating an upper bound for
how many 2Q operations are needed to construct an
arbitrary unitary of dimension N [23]. For single and
two-qubit unitaries Cartan decomposition gives the
commonly used Euler-angle decomposition and KAK
decomposition.

documentation available at [7].
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Figure 2: A general compiler receives application inputs containing the algorithm written a high-level language
as well as device specific inputs and applies compilation passes in order to output executable code that complies
with low-level machine specific languages.
Theorem 1 Any single qubit gate U ∈ SU (2) can be
decomposed into a sequence of at most three rotations
using any choice of Rx, Ry, and Rz gates. The angles
of rotation are given by the Euler-angle decomposition
of the combined rotation of the Bloch sphere [24].

One such approach is Pauli gadgets [29]. Pauli gadgets can be used to represent the whole circuit as a
sequence of exponentials of Pauli operators. This expresses non-Clifford gates as rotations in a basis determined by the Clifford gates and allows for commutations of non-Clifford gates so that they can be
merged.

3.2

An abstract quantum circuit comprised of any gates
must be re-expressed using only the hardware qubit
gates when it will be run on a backend. t|ket⟩ implements this step naively using known gate decompositions, deferring optimisation to the optimisation pass.
Therefore, this procedure typically increases circuit
depth [7].
It is up to the choice of a software programmer to
decide on which gates will be software-visible in the
high-level language that a user has access to. Exposing as much of the native gate set to the user as possible to encourage them to write algorithms using the
native gates could reduce overhead from compilation
[2]. On the other hand, there is a trade-off between
abstraction and overhead. While the CX gate is a
native gate only in the IBMQ machine given in Table 1, it might be helpful to the user to have it as
a software-visible gate on all platforms since CX is a
ubiquitous gate in quantum computation. CX gate
decompositions into the gate sets of the Rigetti and
Google devices are given below:

Theorem 2 Any two-qubit unitary U ∈ SU (4) can
be synthesised using at most three CX gates and 15
parameterised single-qubit gates (from any choice of
Rx, Ry, and Rz), given by the KAK decomposition
[25] [26].

Euler and KAK decompositions are used by t|ket⟩
to reduce long sequences of 1Q gates on a single qubit
into three 1Q rotation gates and to decrease the 2Q
gate count on identified 2-qubit sub-circuits via KAK
representation which at most contains three 2Q gates.
3.1.2

Mapping into native gate set

Macroscopic optimisations

While the peephole optimisations focus on local redundancies by considering individual gate commutations, macroscopic optimisations look for larger
structures or it converts the circuit completely into
an alternative algebraic representation based on ZXcalculus [27][28] to find simplifications in that representation and resynthesise into the basic gate model.

• Rigetti: [Rz(0.5) q[1];, Rx(0.5) q[1];, Rz(0.5)
q[1];, CZ q[0], q[1];, Rz(0.5) q[1];, Rx(0.5) q[1];,
Rz(0.5) q[1];]
• Google: [Rz(1) q[1];, PhasedX(0.5, 0.5) q[1];, CZ
q[0], q[1];, Rz(1) q[1];, PhasedX(0.5, 0.5) q[1];]
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where q[0] represents qubit 0, q[1] represents qubit 1
and the arguments of the gates are multiples of π.
Therefore, a single CX gate introduces many gates
after decomposition. An extensive use of the CX gate
on a device that does not have it as a native gate could
lead to less reliable algorithms.

non-overlapping.
t|ket⟩, on the other hand, opts for a heuristic
method that scales well in terms of circuit depth and
total qubit gate count. The heuristic method used by
t|ket⟩ is discussed in depth below.
3.3.1

3.3

Qubit Routing by t|ket⟩

Qubit mapping
The objective function of the t|ket⟩ algorithm is to
output a circuit with optimal CX count due to higher
error rates of 2Q gates. Therefore, during routing only
the 2Q gates in the circuit are considered but the algorithm still respects the semantic order of the 1Q
and 2Q gates when they do not commute. The connectivity map of a device is represented as an undirected graph GD = (VD , ED ) where VD are the vertices representing qubits and ED are the edges representing the possible 2Q interactions. An interaction
graph is constructed for the logical circuit given as
GI = (VI , EI ). The placement problem is solved when
for every two-qubit gate, (q, q ′ ), the map p : VI → VD
respects (q, q ′ ) ∈ EI ⇒ (p(q), p(q ′ )) ∈ ED . However, due to limited connectivity of most quantum
processors, naive placement usually does not satisfy
(p(q), p(q ′ )) ∈ ED necessitating the qubit routing
step.
The routing algorithm iterates through the 2Q
gates and finds the first 2Q gate, (q, q ′ ), such that
(p(q), p(q ′ )) does not respect GD and no q is involved
in more than one interaction. This splits the circuit
into timeslices within which the operations can be simultaneously performed. The first slice is denoted S0
and permuted by adding SWAP operations resulting
in a temporary placement p′ . The permutation of p
and p′ is logged and the algorithm picks the optimal
edge e ∈ ED to implement a SWAP operation on.
A set of different placement options {p′′0 , . . . , p′′n } is
constructed based on permutations of p′ with SWAP
operations on different edges in ED . Each placement
candidate is scored based on the distance between interactions in S0 and p′′ . If there is a tie in the scores,
the placements are scored for a new slice S1 where
S1 is the next set of 2Q gate (q, q ′ ) where (p(q), p(q ′ ))
does not respect GD and q interacts once. The same
process is repeated scoring for higher slices if necessary until there is a winning placement for some Sn .

Qubit mapping is the task of finding an optimal mapping of the logical qubits into the physical qubits in
a way that introduces a minimal number of SWAP
(or CX) operations. SWAP operations have a high
cost in terms of noise because the implementation of
SWAP operations typically requires three 2Q gates
which are an order of magnitude more error prone
than 1Q gates.

=

Figure 3: Decomposition of SWAP gate into CX gates
An alternative to SWAP is bridged-CX operations
which introduces four CXs. A compiler may opt for
this option if some of the introduced CX gates cancel
with other CX gates in the circuit and the final circuit
has fewer 2Q gates in comparison to one that would
be produced by introducing a SWAP gate.

Figure 4: Decomposition of distance-2 CX into four
distance-1 CXs.
The initial qubit placement problem is equivalent to
sub-graph isomorphism while the qubit routing (moving qubits around using SWAP operations) is equivalent to token-swapping which has been shown to
be at least NP-hard [30][31]. There exists exact solutions to the mapping problem however they scale
with complexity exponential in the number of qubits.
The exact methods include an exact dynamic programming method by [32] and a constrained linear
optimisation method by [33]. In the latter case, a
satisfiability modulo (SMT) solver is used where the
variables are the program qubit locations, gate start
times, routing paths and the constraints specify qubit
mappings should be distinct, gates should start in program dependency order and routing paths should be

3.4

Compilation example

See appendix for a compilation example where the
Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm with 5 qubits in its abstract representation is compiled onto the IBMQQuito device which is publicly available at [11] for
experiments.
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Conclusions & Further work

sights. arXiv e-prints, page arXiv:1905.11349,
May 2019.

Compilers are essential to map abstract algorithms
into executable code. Due to the presence of noise
and coherence limitations in the NISQ era, how well
a compiler optimises a circuit may well determine the
success rate of an algorithm. General purpose compilers, such as t|ket⟩, help abstract the qubit technologies
in order to allow a programmer to focus on applications.
While the retargetability of t|ket⟩ is a major advantage and allows for benchmarking across different
devices, recent studies have shown that applicationspecific compilers such as 2QAN [34] may outperform general compilers. The obvious disadvantage
of such compilers is that they are application-limited
and therefore do not allow for much abstraction. However, if efficient compilers are constructed for a particular class of circuits/algorithms, such as 2-local qubit
Hamiltonians in the 2QAN case, then applicationspecific compilers can prove to be more useful in
the NISQ era provided that they outperform generalpurpose compilers.
This paper did not address noise-aware techniques
in compilation, however there have been studies
in integrating noise-data available from hardware
providers into compilation methods [33] [35]. A noiseaware compiler, TriQ, constructs a reliability matrix
where the (ith , jth ) entry of the matrix summarises
the end-to-end reliability of an operation between any
pairs of qubits based on both the number of SWAP
gates required and also the fidelity of operations on
the edges [2]. Optimising solely for SWAP gates could
sometimes lead to less reliable use of hardware if the
logical qubits are mapped to physical qubits that have
higher error rates. t|ket⟩ hosts noise-aware initial
qubit placement but does not utilise noise data during
routing. There could be further studies investigating
how well noise-aware techniques scale in comparison
to ones that optimise solely on communication distance.
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Appendix - Compiling BV5 algorithm on IBMQ-Quito
The following code snippet illustrates how the Bernstein-Vazirani algorithm with 5 qubits can be compiled to
satisfy the device characteristics of a real 5-qubit superconducting processor by IBM, namely IBMQ-Quito.
from pytket import Circuit
from pytket . circuit . display import r en der _c ir cu it_ ju py ter
import numpy as np
def BV_circuit ( qubit_num ) :
qubits = np . arange (0 , qubit_num , 1 )
BV = Circuit ( qubit_num )
BV . X ( qubits [ - 1 ] )
for i in range ( qubit_num ) :
BV . H ( i )
for control in qubits [ : - 1 ] :
BV . CX ( control , qubits [ - 1 ] )
for i in range ( qubit_num ) :
BV . H ( i )
return BV
BV5 = BV_circuit ( 5 )
re nd er _ c i r c u i t _ j up yt er ( BV5 ) # plot circuit

(a) Bernstein-Vazirani
with 5 qubits.

algorithm

(b) Connectivity map of IBMQQuito.

Figure 5: Compiling the BV5 circuit.
# IBMQ account credentials
from qiskit import IBMQ
IBMQ . load_account ()
IBMQ . providers ()
# pytket - qiskit plug - in
from pytket . extensions . qiskit import IBMQBackend
backend = IBMQBackend ( " ibmq_quito " ) # import backend data
backend . compile_circuit ( BV5 ) # full compilation pass
re nd er _ c i r c u i t _ j up yt er ( BV5 )

Figure 6: BV5 circuit post-compilation. All the gates are expressed in the basis gate set of the device and as
the qubit that interacts the most with other qubits, q[4] is mapped to node[1] of the IBMQ Quito device to
minimise SWAPs.
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